
use of 
the 

street By leveraging the 
social energy of 
the project, they 

managed to 
change planning

organized 
citizenry, 

grass roots 
action

"Social 
Etrepeneureship is 

defined as the ability of 
third sector actors to 
reinvent themselves 
through a process of 

nonprofit expertizing."

Can it said to be 
"entrepreneur"?

The first three 
people who 

developed this 
project were 

social 
entrepreneurs

overcame 
government 
and “market” 

failures

changing 
everyday 

landscape

this project might have 
brought this "home zone" 
legislation in the end, but I 
think that originally it might 

have actually move focus 
from "city, make our streets 

 livable!" to "organize fun 
events"

Interesting point.
Usually, Change of 

Power seems to mean 
"anger" and 
"struggling".

But in this case, it 
includes a lot of funs.

new forms of 
learning and 
knowing for 
community

Started as an 
answer to 

indignation of 
the residents

use of 
a wall

power relations seen as 
"who defines what"-->  
by making the public 

involved it's increased 
the power of defining / 

"ruling" a space

use of 
public 
space 

resignified

citizen 
action

a very bottoms up 
approach + 

response - direct 
answer to power 

structures

rethinking 
physical spaces' 
characteristics
wall --> screen
street --> field

community 
ownership 
enhanced

perhaps more 
of 

a community 
event to start?

nudging 
desired 

behaviour

Interaction 
between 
tenants

social 
interactions 
enhanced

Lobbying 
of 

youngsters
response to 

stereotype of 
neighbourhood

but did use 
funds from 

local 
council

the project was financed by 
Shell - in the long run, they 
could use this project as a 
leverage for creating laws 
that were harmful to this 

and all other streets

new and 
independent

Outcome focused 
on changing 

everyday practices 
and giving 

environment for 
certain behaviour

Enhancing the 
neighbourhood in 
terms of economic 
value, people lliving 

their for longer, 
children friendly etc.

a different social 
society? some 

new sort of 
community 
cohesion, 

togtherness

Change to a more 
non- typical / less 

stereotypical 
community type 

in Leeds

1

watching 
movies 

together

empowering 
citizens

Rising voices do make a 
change happen. By 

witnessing if and how 
this street has changed, 
it's possible to see the 
social change achieved 

(on a micorscale)

Learning by 
doing in more 

interactive 
environment

here- 
and- now 
activities

the turf definitely 
created  

"qualitatively 
distinct social 

relations"

being able to 
imagine a different 

way of using the 
space - and 
community 

behaviour change as 
a result

start of the 
project/seed began 

from community 
inititiaves as 

opposed to govt. led 
efforts

Learning 
from the 

community

indignation = 
anger or 

annoyance 
provoked by what 

is perceived as 
unfair treatment.

not traditional 
school/univeristy 

based education but 
real life soft skills + 
education through 

community and 
embodied means

C = I + M + P

The smaller the 
scale, the eaiser it 
is to find M and P

begun by three 
people's non- 
apathy to the 
community

Using examples of 
other cities and 

being an 
inspiration to 
other cities

1

changing the 
stereotype of 

neighbourhood

the small solution 
created a space for 

some relief of 
annoyance and this 
might have slowed 
down other, more 

fundamental changes

same kind of 
project could 
be featured in 

other cities 
and countries

In this case is social 
change achieved 

trough education, or 
is knowledge and 
education later 

noted because of 
social change?

offering 
new 

meanings

the people 
who realised 
this project 

were leaders 
and innovators

More frequent 
interactions 

between tenants; 
community 
forming and 

bonding

Can / does the 
government 

support social 
change (in social 

entrepreneurship)
?

Community 
based 

intervention

feeling 
secure

Or does its aid 
come only in form 
of financing, and 
not is proposing, 

and ideating?

feeling 
more 

socially 
connected

Celebrating 
local 

specialities

also looks at 
power structures 
+ interpretations 

in the same group 
- as a community

Example of 
an alternative 
way of using 

the space

inspiring govt. - in 
terms of priority 

and also 
community led 
examples of re- 

imagining spaces

redefining 
function and 
giving new 

meanings to 
what street is

community 
cohesion 

for further 
action

Adequate 
conceptual 

scheme
= HOME ZONE

Is this just an 
inspiring, 

motivational 
example today OR 
how much impact 

does it have today?

Did they have 
an anger?

Is an anger 
absolutely 

needed, or not?

ANGER
↔

FUN

? does this 
definition 
disagree 
"agentic 
actor"???

No...
focus also on 

around its active 
groups

=related to each 
other


